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by Gerry Paige Smith

Discover Wonders 
Below the Surface

From the moment we hide behind our hands, and then drop 
them to reveal our smiling face to an infant, we have begun 
to introduce them to the delights of discovering what is hid-
den. There’s a certain satisfaction derived when we finally see 

something that has been shielded from our sight. Mirror-
ing the anticipation that accompanies a curtain rising at the 

theater or the wrapping falling away from a gift, toys and kits 
that unmask new marvels can generate tremendous satisfac-
tion. Satisfy your child’s instinct to reveal the hidden with the 

following items that make discovery child’s play.

Discover Wonders 
Below the Surface

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

Treasure 
Tracker Metal 
Detector Truck
(Matchbox)

The search for buried 
treasure gets high-tech with 
the Treasure Tracker Truck. 
This ruggedly appointed 
truck is equipped with a metal detector halo that activates when 
you push the antenna down. As it rolls across sand, loose dirt or 
similarly permeable surface, the signal changes and alerts the 
driver when it encounters metal just below the surface. Once ‘x’ 
marks the spot, treasure hunters can get to work with scoop and 
sifter to begin excavating their site to find what’s buried just below 
the surface. Battery-operated and easy to maneuver, this vehicle 
gets the hunt for buried surprises rolling in style.

Rock Tumbler 
Science Kit
(National Geographic)

You’d never guess just by look-
ing at most rocks and pebbles that 
they hide a captivating and colorful 
beauty just below the surface. The 
Rock Tumbler Science Kit speeds 
up the process of wearing away the 
dull outer covering from ½ pound 
of semi-precious pebbles through constant tumbling within its small 
waterproof drum. Inside the motorized drum, water and grit slowly 
grind away the dross over thirty days, revealing smooth colorful stones 
ready for mounting into jewelry or adding rich hues to any rock hound’s 
collection. Tips for finding your own rocks to tumble are included for 
more independent discovery. A true gem in the rough, this kit reveals a 
treasure trove of beauty hidden in the rocks and minerals around us.

T-Rex Skeleton Dino 
Excavation Kit
(Geoworld)

Taking a child’s fascination with 
dinosaurs one step further, the T-Rex 
Skeleton Dino Excavation Kit gives small 
hands the opportunity to dig into their 
own prehistoric discoveries. Featuring a 
complete disassembled skeleton locked 
inside a lightweight clay matrix, the kit 
comes with a guide and excavation tools 
to help young paleontologists start their own dig. A small hammer and 
chisel help to remove the clay, revealing sections of a T-Rex skeleton 
that can be reassembled into a cool display model (or glued together 
for dinosaur play). Excavation can create a dusty mess, but moving 
the project outdoors or to a porch adds to the sense of real dinosaur 
discovery for young scientists on their first big dig!

Break Your Own 
Geodes
(Gem Center USA)

Half of the search is done with this 
kit that provides 12 geodes that are pre-
selected for dazzling interior formations. 
Resulting from volcanic activity, stone 
geodes were created when bubbles in 
molten lava hardened creating a hollow 
environment for crystals to form over 
time. The color and kind of mineral crystals inside have remained an 
ancient mystery... until kids open them. A hammer and chisel reveal 
never before seen beautiful structures that can be identified using 
the included geode guide. Combining the thrill of the action with the 
mystery of hidden beauty, the Break Your Own Geodes kit provides 
both a fun learning experience and exciting natural treasures to keep 
and study for a lifetime.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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        A Page in a Book
The Trouble with Toys
From early childhood, toys are a central fixture in most kids’ lives. Playthings 

are the first thing children turn their thoughts to upon waking, the items that 
demand their attention throughout the day, and often the objects of comfort that 
join them in bed as they fall asleep. But like any constant companion, toys can 
also have their moments when they become vexing. Toys get lost, sometimes they 
break, they collect underfoot (see: Lego™) making us unhappy for a little while. 
The following titles touch on both the moments when toy frustration peaks, as well 
as solutions that bring our beloved toys back into the fold.

Stuck
by Oliver Jeffers (Philomel / Penguin)

Floyd’s simple plan to fly his kite barely gets off the ground when his kite gets stuck in a tree. 
Throwing his favorite shoe at the stranded kite doesn’t knock it down, but instead it gets stuck with 
the kite in the branches. His second favorite shoe soon joins the group aloft. Maddened with frustra-
tion, Floyd begins launching anything he can find up into the tree to get his kite unstuck. A ladder, a 
can of paint, a cat, the milkman, and an orangutan join an increasingly more ridiculous progression 
of things – all hurled into the tree to knock the previous (now stuck) items from the high branches. 
But when Floyd approaches the tree with one final thing – it may be just the ticket to getting his kite 
released. Readers will appreciate Jeffers’ sublimely absurd illustration of a boy’s escalating mission 
to retrieve his special kite.

Too Many Toys
by Heidi Deedman (Candlewick)

Lulu was gifted with a very special toy when she was just a baby, her one-and-only teddy 
bear Jupiter, whom she loved very much. But as more birthdays and holidays arrived, so did 
more toys. By the time Lulu is five-years-old, toys are overflowing her shelves, crowding her 
at bath time and making it impossible to actually play with every one of them. After discarding 
several creative ideas, Lulu crafts a plan that will relocate her toys and give her more time with 
her one-and-only, Jupiter. One solution solves the problems of both a child with a surplus of toys 
and a host of children who may have a deficit of playthings. A delightful exploration of generosity 
from both ends, Too Many Toys highlights the importance of balance between too much and just 
enough.

Finding Monkey Moon
by Elizabeth Pulford, Illustrated by Kate Wilkinson (Candlewick)

Michael’s bedtime is on approach, but his constant companion Monkey Moon is missing. 
As he and his dad turn the house upside down searching, Michael’s worries for this lost friend 
begin to amplify. Father and son retrace their steps through a darkening park on their mission 
to find Monkey Moon. The park at night reveals new sights, but no sighting of Micheal’s missing 
friend. When the discouraged pair turn toward home the last bit of light glints upon something 
hidden in the bushes, something that could be a sight for sore eyes. A testament to teamwork 
and tenacity when an important friend goes missing, Finding Monkey Moon is a hopeful and 
uplifting journey from lost to found.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com. 


